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Day 1 – 26-Apr-2016, Tuesday – Reno








In a break with our (two year) tradition of a Sunday to Thursday trip, we throw caution to the wind and schedule
a Tuesday to Saturday trip.
I depart from the Indy airport with John where I apparently light up the body scanner and get a good rubbin’
from the TSA agent – a similar experience in E. St. Louis would not be provided for free. The flight is uneventful
and Roy picks us up in our rental Jeep Patriot. He’s already played at the GSR and tells us that their buffet is
closed for renovation – Rev. A required to the itinerary. Once again tasty smoked almonds are provided for
snacking.
 We head to the Atlantis for the lunch buffet (10% geezer
discount is applied). We all find plenty to eat and waddle out to the
blackjack tables. The Atlantis is playing some side bet game with
sensors that protrude slightly above the table. The dealer once
bumps the sensor with the shoe, and spills the cards. The guy at 1st
base is betting $100 per hand and at one point is down to his last
hundred dollars and wants to double down. He asks the dealer if he
can make a run to the ATM for money to cover the double down.
She agrees and a few minutes later he returns without more cash
and has to play the hand without doubling. -$75 ($3 shoe).
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We head on downtown, check in at the Circus Circus. The counter person asks if we’re bowlers. No sighting of
my favorite Reno dealer.
Every trip we seem to be asked repeatedly if we’re bowlers. Looking at an opportunity to make some money, I
suggest a wager and set the over/under line at 8 times that we’ll be asked this trip if we’re bowlers. John takes
$1 on the under and Roy wagers $2 on the over.
We decide to hit the Sands Regency while it’s still daylight. Even though it’s only a few blocks away, the area is
a little sketchy and it feels somewhat safer in the daytime. I recognize a dealer that I believe used to work at the
Siena. Somebody at the table asks if we’re fishermen – apparently we “look like fishermen”. Turns out this
won’t be the last time this trip that we’re asked if we’re fishing. +$5 ($5 Single Deck).
 We head for the Cal-Neva and play for a while. I find it an adventure
locating and returning from the restroom – it’s on the 2nd floor, reachable only
by elevator (the escalator is broken) and the elevator is surprisingly slow for
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just one floor. Third base asks if we’re bowlers. Those of us that require the
cashier cage have to take a hike across the alley to the “Center Street” casino
annex. +$100 ($5 Double Deck).



Because of the threat of snow in Crystal Bay on Wednesday, we do a flip of the itinerary and save Tahoe for
Friday and better projected weather. Itinerary Rev. B.

Day 2 – 27-Apr-2016, Wednesday – Sparks.


We make the pilgrimage to Sparks, with the first stop being John Ascuaga’s Nugget and Rosie’s Café. After
breakfast, we play double deck for a while. -$100 ($5 Double Deck).
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We check out Baldini’s Sports Casino, and once again find no blackjack game. The tables are covered, so they
may be dealing blackjack on other days or times.
We head on to the Alamo. Two blackjack tables are open at the Alamo! Our normal and customary table is
overrun with three players, so we try our luck at the other open table. I recognize one of the dealers, Kris, who
had emphatically told us last trip to avoid the buffet. I ask her about the buffet again, and get the same
response. Kris explains however, that cigar smokers at her table get a 5 star endorsement of the buffet. The
gentleman at 1st base hits pretty much every hand, and is mostly winning anyway. At one point he has a mixed
denomination bet and wins the hand. The dealer makes a couple of stacks out of his chips and pushes down one
stack to get a count and show the camera, which he immediately restacks and explains that he’s a ‘neat freak’,
and needs his chips stacked. There’s no cutting of the deck by players. +$150 ($5 Single Deck).
On to the Rail City Casino. As Roy remembers, it’s quite dark inside the casino. We’re the only ones playing
blackjack, as is often the case this trip. The weekdays were really dead in the casinos. The friendly dealers are
giving money away. We have the $1.50 Dog and a Draft. +$50 (Single Deck).
We try our luck at the Western Village. Again, very few people in the casino. The mixed drinks are reported to
be extra strong. +$60 ($3 Single Deck).
Grand Sierra Resort (GSR). Still feeling the effects, John can’t get over how strong the Western Village cocktails
were. The rookies at our table are splitting 10s – the dealer says that “They must be working for the casino with
play like that.” +$25 ($5 Double Deck).
We enjoy dinner at Brothers Barbecue.
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We end the night at the Circus Circus. While getting a player card, the clerk asks if I’m a UBC bowler , if so I’d
get more freebies. No sighting of my favorite Reno dealer. -$50 ($5 Double Deck/$5 Single Deck)

Day 3 - 28-Apr-2016, Thursday – Carson Valley Loop



Rooster hits an early morning ‘jackpot’ - getting good news from work of a termination offer that fits well with
his retirement plans. We enjoy the breakfast buffet at the Silver Legacy.
The sky was angry as we headed down I-580.
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We make the 30 minute trip to Carson City and the Gold Dust West Casino. +$25 ($5 Single Deck 6:5 BJ)
Hit an antique mall on the outskirts of Carson City, don’t find any ashtrays. The guy working the counter shows
us his newest acquisition – a framed 36 star American flag and gives us a confusing history lesson about Arizona
entering the union in 1961? On the way back to Carson, we stop by the Bunny Ranch merely for a photo op.
The married guys don’t feel the need for a picture.



Head down to Minden and the Carson Valley Inn. The CVI certainly has a “Cheers” feel where everybody seems
to be local, and the dealers and pit bosses know everybody’s name. I play at a couple of tables - $10 table first
by myself, then a $5 table. Dealer Charlee says that she’ll remember us next year, we’ll see. +$75 ($10 Double
Deck, $5 Double Deck).
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We make our first ever visit to the Topaz Lodge Casino at Topaz Lake. The tables aren’t open when we arrive, so
we head to the Lakeview Coffee Shop. Rooster and I have the Flamethrower Burger loaded with jalapenos.
When we finish lunch, a blackjack table has opened and we play for a while. Obnoxious Guy comes and goes at
third base. Each time plays a $20 bill to start, wins each time, then plays for a while and departs. Never picks up
his cards until everybody else has finished play, then asks if it’s his turn, delays play and annoys the dealers.
Likes to loudly say “and B-I-N-G-O was her name-o” when he wins a big hand. One dealer is overheard to say to
her replacement, “Everybody is cool, except for 3rd base”. I start with $100 and win $75. The pit boss? calls the
cashier cage who is overheard to report “Guy in yellow hat (me) cashed out for $175”. +$75 ($5 Single Deck).
 We make another first time visit to Yerington to visit the Pioneer Crossing
Casino. Another small, friendly casino with locals playing. We’re all asked our first
names when we buy in (and when we cash out at the cage). A relaxed casino where
first base is not scolded for using his cell phone at the table. Three dealers and/or pit
bosses rotate dealing and sitting behind the table watching the action. The game is
oddly: four deck, dealt from a shoe with cards face down, and the end of the shoe
card apparently has no significance. At one point, with the sun in my eyes, I hit a
hand of 20. Thankfully the dealer spots this when the cards are turned over and lets
the table know. I take a walk down to Dini’s Lucky Club. A display of memorabilia in a glass case has a Dini’s
stacker ashtray that I’ve never seen before. -$90 ($3 4 Deck Shoe).
 On the way back to Reno,
we pass the Masini Ranch Castle.
 We pass through Silver
Springs and Fernley. We learn later
that Tesla is building a huge battery
factory near Fernley.



We find our way back to the Circus Circus and are entertained by dealer, Lan Phan. She offers the services of
her battery powered fan – “Five dolla, five minute.” They’re still giving away plush toys and Annabelle scores a
couple. No sighting of my favorite Reno dealer. ($5 Double Deck).
I make a walk down to the Eldorado, but all the single deck games have 6:5 blackjack payouts, so I continue on
to the Silver Legacy. I play for a while, until Clueless Guy joins the game, and who never gets the hang of
scratching and standing in a hand held game, after repeated instruction from the dealer. -$25 ($5 Double Deck).



Day 4 – 29-Apr-2016, Friday – Carson/Crystal Bay/Boomtown



High schoolers in a band competition have overtaken the Circus Circus Sky Tower. The elevators are running
very slowly, with extended waits (all the buttons pressed maybe? - that never gets old).
We head down to Carson again and try the Carson Nugget. The only open blackjack table is full of what appear
to be retirees. Don’t these people have anything better to do than waste time in a casino?
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We were going to bypass the Fandango Casino, due to previous bad experiences, but give it a try since the
Nugget was busy. At one point I almost hit a (hard) 17. Suzy Sunshine, a most unfriendly dealer, has us cutting
our play short. +$25 ($5 Single Deck).
We take Hwy. 50 into the Tahoe area and head north
through Incline Village to Crystal Bay. At the Crystal Bay
Casino, dealer Ginny from Olivette, MO remembers us
from last year, even remembering that I’m from St.
Charles. The pit boss is quite the sports fan, knows a lot
about St. Louis and Missouri sports. He is quite
impressed by: the fact that Dad was 56 when he married
and started a family “He must have been a tough old
guy.”; us driving through Fernley the previous day; and
that I used to live in Ridgecrest, CA. Third base creeps us
out with conversation about a Furry convention at the
GSR while he was working there. We score a couple of
bottles of wine with suited blackjacks and $10 bets. -$45
($5 8 Deck).
We check out the progress on the Cal-Neva Resort.
There still seems to be a way to go for a projected
Memorial Day 2016 opening. Aug. 2016 Update: The
developer working on the renovation of the Cal-Neva filed
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Court filings show that the
developer has $40 million in debt and will need an
additional $24 million to finish the renovation. The hotel chain (Starwood Hotels) set to operate the Cal-Neva
says on their website that the hotel will open Apr. 2017.
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We drive to Verdi via California and hit the Boomtown. We have a bite to eat at Mel’s Diner and play some
single deck. No sighting of Dr. Phil. -$100 ($10 Single Deck).
Storm clouds roll in as we approach the Bonanza, and the lights flicker as we are playing. The pit boss tells us
that he has retired three times and at 77 years old still enjoys working. One dealer, an Abe Vigoda look alike,
appears to be well over that age, but tells us that he is actually younger. Another dealer is given the friends vs.
family test and guesses wrong – twice. -$50 ($2 6 Deck)
Back downtown, we once again enjoy the Awful Awful burger and fries at the Reno Nugget.
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We play again at the Cal-Neva. A dealer asks us if we’re bowlers. Once again we have to cash in at the Center
Street annex. -$25 ($5 Double Deck).
We finish up the night back home at the Circus Circus. On one hand, the dealer fails to pay me for my 19 against
her 17. The other player at the table convinces her to check the discards which confirms my winning hand. No
sighting of my favorite Reno dealer. We close out the night with the Merlot scored from the Crystal Bay. -$25
($5 Double Deck).
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Day 5 – 30-Apr-2016, Saturday – Reno









We head in the direction of the airport and hit the Peppermill for the Saturday morning brunch in the Island
Buffet. The annoying rain forest special effects of lights dimming, brightening, simulating lightning, chirping
birds can’t spoil the yummy buffet. We play for a while at a $10 double deck game. A security person arrives at
the table and takes away some of the $1000 chips from the rack. At some point I realize that I’m staring at
$40,000 in chips in the carrier being taken away. -$90 ($10 Double Deck).
At the airport, John and I realize we have the coveted TSA PRE SCREEN boarding passes and Roy doesn’t, ha-ha.
After the TSA agents do some rearranging of the prescreen line, moving podiums and computers, John and I
finally make it through and find Roy patiently waiting for us on the other side of security. I settle up the “Are
you guys bowlers?” over/under bets. At the gate, the agent makes repeated announcements that the plane is
overweight and that they need 10 volunteers to take a later flight to Denver via LAX. Once we make it on the
plane, it appears to be a completely full flight. Don’t know how we went from overweight to okay weight
without losing passengers. We can see that it’s snowing in Denver as we change planes, and get a de-icing
before departure. The flight from Denver to Indy is overflowing with infants, and the lady next to me is traveling
with her puppy in a carryon carrier.
Parting thoughts:
On this trip most casinos are completely dead during the week and considerably more active on the weekend.
No sighting of my favorite Reno dealer all week.
The Carson City museums were recommended, maybe we’ll visit someday.
Apparently Roy resembles John more than I do.
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